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Celebrate 243 Years of “Profitable Genocide”
African Slaves, Native Americans, Mexicans, Filipinos, Etc.
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Independence  Holiday  in  the  USA  becomes  a  time  when  citizens  tend  to  reflect  on  the
nations two hundred forty year history. It is a history typical of six European empires in the
areas of genocide and plunder.

– genocide: 1. the deliberate killing of a large group of people, especially those
of a particular ethnic group or nation. plural: genocides [Google Dictionary]

Americans  hoping  to  make  US  mass  murderous  crimes  against  humanity  that  are
prosecutable under Nuremberg Principles law appear to be less than genocide, attempt to
employ  the  old  and  outdated  dictionary  meaning  of  genocide  wherein  its  scope  and
intention is defined as the utter and complete extermination of a group, race or nation.

The  USA,  like  its  parent  colonial  power  the  British  Empire,  before  it,  has  had  its
undeservedly wealthy elite through their private speculative investment banks continually
investing in genocide in order to both maintain its power over society, accumulate capital
and  extend  its  power  wherever  and  whenever  regardless  of  laws,  regardless  whether
religious, common or statutory.

Genocide  means  killing  people  of  a  group,  race  or  nation  until  a  desired  profitable
arrangement is accepted by them. US banks have invested in profitable genocide non-stop
over the entire life of the nation up to today and have their CIA and Pentagon laying plans
for more genocide as we read.

USA’s AFRICAN genocide 1776-1864: New England banks financed deadly but lucrative slave
trade, forced labor in the North, before massive forced labor in South; a million died during
seizure and transport from Africa and another million died in forced labor. (For the first time
in  recorded history  of  slavery,  inhumanity  toward slaves  as  practiced in  the USA and
Colonial Powers, eventually became based on having inculcating society with fear-fostered
ignorance and a preposterous insistence of racial superiority, sanding on its head white
feelings  of  inferiority  in  the  face  of  the  far  more  accomplished  cultures  pale-skinned
Europeans had conquered. [5]

NATIVE AMERICAN 1776-onward: Genocidal theft of habitats of a thousand Native American
nations instigated by banks speculating in land; forced captive marches, broken treaties,
wars, deaths from malnutrition certainly reached more than one million deaths already long
ago.

MEXICO 1836 US rapes away half of Mexico through merciless war. Mexicans are made
aware that Americans will keep killing Mexicans until USA demands are met. “2014 U.S.
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‘intelligence’ assistance is larger than anywhere outside Afghanistan” [Washington Post]

PHILIPPINES 1898-1902: Invasion and massacres during Filipino war for independence –
upwards of a million lives savagely taken. The overseas investment community propagated
the racist concept of ‘Manifest Destiny’ make genocide tolerable.

CHINA 1900 murderous sacking of Beijing, orgy of killing and stripping away of all  the
cultural treasures for sale that the American and British could load into a few boxcars of a
train.

In EUROPE and in European colonies world wide many millions die as US banks through the
Federal Reserve financing and entry of US Armed Forces enable WW I to go on an extra year
and a half; 1934-36 Senate Nye Committee investigates allegations that the U.S. entered
WW I to make big profits. Senator Nye created headlines by drawing connections between
the  wartime  profits  of  the  banking  and  munitions  industries  to  America’s  involvement  in
World War I;  investigation of  these “merchants of  death” documents the huge profits that
arms factories made during the war; found bankers had pressured Wilson to intervene in the
war  in  order  to  protect  their  loans  abroad;  arms  industry  had  been  price  fixing;  held
excessive  war  investor  influence  on  American  foreign  policy  leading  up  to  and  during  the
war.

SOVIET RUSSIA 1917-20: Two US Armies invade along with armies of thirteen other capitalist
nations to foster, aid, support and participate in civil war; seven to nine million new Soviet
citizens die, three million just from typhoid.

ITALY 1922 -1936: Fascist Mussolini frequently lionized in both the New York Times and
Washington  Post,  Fortune  Magazine;  Morgan  Bank’s  Thomas  Lamont,  served  as  the
international chief of Mussolini’s finances; Mussolini received great investment aid from US
bankers; especially, Bank of America head A.P. Giannini and Otto Kahn, a leading banker
with  Kuhn,  Loeb.  Pres.  Franklin  Roosevelt  expressed admiration  for  Mussolini.  In  1935
Fascist Italy invaded Ethiopia bringing death to more than a million Ethiopians, tens of
thousands from mustard gas dropped from planes on civilian population. [Angelo Del Boca,
The Ethiopian War 1935–1941 (1965)]

GERMANY 1933-37: US investments and joint-ventures of 50 largest US corporations build
the Nazi Wehrmacht up to world’s #1, facilitating WW II and Holocaust, the magna return on
investment making USA the single superpower, the investments and joint-venturing done in
full  knowledge of Hitler’s continually announced plans for ridding Germany of Jews and
communists uand to fulfill Germany’s historic ‘Drang nach Osten’ [Push to the East] into the
Soviet Union; of the 40 million dead in Europe 27 million are Soviet citizens. 1945 US makes
sure Nuremberg Trials do not indict Nazi industrialists and bankers with whom American
corporations, investors and banks had partnered.

CHINA 1944-49: US funding and military aid draws out civil  war.  CIA incursions;  many
millions starve.

JAPAN  1945:  Two  cities  of  civilians  Atom-Bombed,  sixty  fire-bombed,  nearly  one  million
civilian lives taken. At Tokyo Trials of Japanese War Criminals, a US general of highest rank,
commented off the record, “If the Japanese had won the war they would have tried us.”

VIETNAM 1945-1960: Truman criminally brings back French Army (which as Vichy French,
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had murderously run its Indochinese colonies for the Japanese Empire profit during WW II),
in US ships to reconquer a Vietnam declared independent by US decorated ally Ho Chi Minh
with US major in attendance. Tens of thousands of Vietnamese are killed by the French 80%
funded by USA.

KOREA 1950-2014: Two and half million Koreas will perish as US bombs both south and
north  flat,  after  US  Army  invaded,  criminally  cutting  the  nation  in  two,  overthrowing  a
democratic Korean government and installing a murderous dictator in the south, whose
police and special forces would butcher nearly two hundred thousand before the army of the
north swept south reuniting Korea. Perhaps another million deaths as a result of crippling
sanctions on the northern part. [see Prosecutable US Crimes against Humanity in Korea
“Dissident Voice.org click here]

PALESTINE 1947-2014: US forces through with threats a UN approval  of  a farcical  and
outrageously thieving plan to partition the Holy Land, a colonial crime against humanity
against the residents of the Palestine, in full knowledge that permanent civil war would
result and obviously intended to create deadly conflict, permanent hostilities, destabilization
and facilitate Western imperialist penetration. The financial establishment in the US has its
colony in the heart of Middle East oil reserves at the cost of tens of thousands of lives, some
of which from families of Jewish survivors of the Holocaust denied US refuge before, during
and after the Holocaust which itself would have been impossible without the heavy US
investment and joint venturing in Nazi Germany. [US Economic Facilitation of Holocaust and
Middle East Destabilizing Partition
click here ]

USA ITSELF 1947 onward: Operation MOCKINGBIRD — CIA recruits news organizations and
journalists to become spies and disseminators of propaganda. Washington Post becomes a
major CIA player. Eventually CIA’s media assets include ABC, NBC, CBS, Time, Newsweek,
Associated Press, United Press International, Reuters, Hearst Newspapers, Scripps-Howard,
Copley  News  Service  and  more  so  media  can  fear  monger  the  public  into  accepting
genocides.

IRAN  1953  &  1980-88  1953  Oil  coup:  CIA  and  British  M16  false-flag  overthrow  of  Iranian
democracy, many deaths./1980 air attack/1980-88 US backs Saddam Hussein invasion-war –
more than half million Iranians lives lost/CIA and British M16 false-flag overthrow of Iranian
democracy,  many  deaths/1979-  US  sanctions  and  threats  of  nuclear  attack  from  US
presidents.

GUATEMALA 1954 President ‘Ike’ Eisenhower ordered CIA overthrow bombing of first elected
democracy; decades of massacres, mass murders follow. [Author performing on tour, is told
horrific in conversations behind closed doors.]

VIETNAM 1955-1975: Upwards of 4 million die. Twice the bomb tonnage dropped in all of
WWII/1973  CIA  Operation  Phoenix  murders  20,000  Vietcong/  [1993-99  Author  periodic
Assist. Conductor Ho Chi Minh founded National Symphony Orchestra in Hanoi and on tours;
every  member  of  orchestra  lost  family  “killed  by  Americans”  spoken  with  Buddhist
equanimity.]””

TURKEY  1955:  Istanbul  Pogrom  a  false-flag  plot  by  Turkish  branch  of  Operation  Gladio,  a
clandestine anti-communist  initiative  created by the US;  many Greeks,  Armenians  die;
Turkish communists arrested/[Author visiting Istanbul forced to room in safe UK WMCA
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during provoked riots]

Laos 1957-63: The CIA carries out approximately one coup per year trying to nullify Laos’
democratic elections. The problem is the Pathet Lao, a leftist group with enough popular
support to be a member of any coalition government. In the late 50s, the CIA even creates
an “Armee Clandestine” of Asian mercenaries to attack the Pathet Lao. After the CIA’s army
suffers  numerous  defeats,  the  U.S.  starts  high-altitude  carpet  bombing,  dropping  more
bombs on Laos than all the U.S. bombs dropped in World War II; Tiny Laos will become the
most bombed country in history; A quarter of all Laotians will eventually become refugees,
many living in caves. [Steve Kangas, A Timeline of CIA Atrocities]

ETHIOPIA 1960s:  US huge military arms sales build  up for  Emperor  Selassie /1977 US
switches  and  backs  and  arms  Somalia  invasion  of  People’s  Democratic  Republic  of
Ethiopia/Late 1980s US Heritage Foundation involvement ending in bloodbath civil war; for
using Ethiopia and Somalia as pawns in Cold War a million est. starve to death. [Author on
film  shoot  for  African  Development  Bank  during  Mingustu  socialist  government  in  1983
before  it  was  overthrown  with  great  loss  of  life  by  CIA  organized  attacks.]

WORLDWIDE  1960s-2014:  CIA  involved  in  lives-destroying  illegal  drug  cultivation  and
trafficking  has  cause  impossible-to-estimate  loss  of  life  worldwide  –  also  CIA  hypocritical
anti-narcotics programs mean to spread further CIA penetration and covert violence for
political-economic control in Latin America.

CONGO 1961-2014: Assassination of popular Pres. Lumumba, CIA US Air Force Interventions,
overt and covert operations, have fostered civil wars; it is estimated between 15 and 20
million have died from warfare and famine, and if one goes back to the US destruction of the
new nation, all this was to retain Congo governance profitable88 for US investors.

Before and after July 4, 2015, genocide for profit (in speculative investment driven Western
Colonialism there never any other reason for it) is taking place thanks to participating and
cooperating Americans in uniform and CIA in Afghanistan, Iraq, Syria, Libya, Somalia and
Yemen, and surely further lives are being planned to be taken in the Ukraine and Venezuela
and elsewhere as profits therefrom appear sure.

This  article  closes  with  a  reminder  that  US  genocides  perpetrated  after  1945  are
prosecutable crimes against humanity under Nuremberg Principles law and as US economic
power wanes in the world economy, lawsuits for indemnity, reparations and compensation
by  survivors  can  be  expected  to  be  so  enormous  in  number  as  to  make  American
investment in genocide unprofitable and thus inoperable.

Americans show zero interest that GIs brought death to a million and half innocent Iraqi
men, women and children with bombing, invasion and occupation war prosecutable under
international law even within the US Constitution. Celebrating on the July 4th is pure criminal
insanity in a mesmerized TV worshiping inhumane and de-civilized society.

*

Note to readers: please click the share buttons above or below. Forward this article to your
email lists. Crosspost on your blog site, internet forums. etc.

Jay Janson is an archival research peoples historian activist, musician and writer; has lived
and worked on all continents in 67 countries; articles on media published in China, Italy, UK,
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India, Sweden and the US; now resides in NYC.
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